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The Festival of Goodwill offers us a time each year to reflect on the power of goodwill, or the expression 
of the divine Will-to-Good on this planetary level. The overall focus of the Ageless Wisdom teachings re-

garding goodwill is on bringing about right human relations. 

We have the opportunity and responsibility, though, to reflect beyond humanity. After all, the theory of 
hylozoism, which underlies all esoteric teachings, “posits a living substance, composed of a multiplicity of 

sentient lives that are continuously swept into expression by the ‘breath of the divine Life.’ This theory … 

emphasizes the fact that all forms are built up of infinitesimal lives, which in their totality – great or small – 
constitute a Life, and that these composite lives, in their turn, are a corporate part of a still greater Life. Thus 

eventually we have that great scale of lives, manifesting in greater expression and reaching all the way from 

the tiny life called the atom (with which science deals) up to that vast atomic life that we call a solar sys-

tem.”
1
 

We, the fourth kingdom, are all part of the One Life, along with the animal, vegetable, and mineral king-

doms: “Humans, the brain of nature; the animals, the expression of the heart; the vegetable world, the ex-

pression of the creative force or of the throat center; these three kingdoms in nature forming, in a peculiar 
manner, correspondences to the three higher centers in human beings, as the three kingdoms on the involu-

tionary arc correspond to the three lower centers, and the mineral kingdom … corresponding to the solar 

plexus, the great clearinghouse between that which is above and that which is below.”
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The Kingdoms of Earth 

In the esoteric literature, we are told that the One Life is differentiated in relation to our planet into seven 

kingdoms, of which the following are the first five: mineral, vegetable, animal, human, Egoic or Soul. Eso-

teric teachings comment on our relationship with the other three kingdoms: “Humanity’s work for the animal 
kingdom is to stimulate instinct until individualization is possible. Work for the vegetable kingdom is to fos-

ter the perfume-producing faculty and to adapt plant life to the myriad uses of humans and of animals. Work 

with the mineral kingdom is to work alchemically and magically.”
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What we know from cosmology is that these kingdoms are all part of a single interconnected energy field 

and that the dynamic of interconnectivity and free circulation of energy is as important as each of the indi-

vidual kingdoms. “The main factor preventing a completely unimpeded sequence of impression from Sham-

balla straight down into the mineral kingdom, via all the other kingdoms, is the factor of free will, resulting 
in karmic responsibility.”
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So we have a responsibility to deal effectively with the energetic “pollution” that comes primarily from 

human thoughts and emotions. Energy inflowing from Shamballa is “‘stepped down’ by humanity’s constant 
reaction to glamour, to emotional or astral conclusions, and to selfish interpretations. It must be remembered 

that the activity of all these ‘impressing agencies’ is felt in a wide and general sense throughout the entire 

planet and the planetary aura. No kingdom in nature escapes this impact.”
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While esoterically it is clear that each kingdom has its own place and function in the whole, we uncon-

sciously operate in terms of Aristotle’s assertion of the scala naturae (the ladder of nature), which places 

humans at the top of the ranked order of life forms. 
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The Concept of Personhood 

 Historically, our practical relationship with members of the first, second, and third kingdoms has been 
that of ownership and exploitation. Animals, vegetables and minerals have been viewed as resources for our 

own use without regard to any moral rights that they might have. We may have been benevolently protective, 

especially in the context of the environmental movement, but we have not necessarily thought of “goodwill” 

in our interactions with them because we have not thought of them as entities in their own right – or as being 
“beyond use.” 

While in esoteric circles, we may have maintained a paternalistic attitude towards members of these oth-

er kingdoms, some environmental and legal organizations have started to raise questions. These include the 
Center for Earth Jurisprudence,

6
 the Nonhuman Rights Project,

7
 and Wild Law UK,

8
 as well as community 

action groups such as the Global Alliance for the Rights of Nature.
9
  

Personhood is defined as having the following characteristics: self-awareness, with a rich inner life; be-
ing intelligent and able to think abstractly; being able to reflect on and choose one’s actions; being emotion-

ally sophisticated and empathic; having complex social relationships; and being able to work cooperatively. 

Once personhood is acknowledged, there are certain moral or inherent rights that follow. If we reflect on the 

inherent rights of personhood, we can begin to see that, if entities in the other kingdoms are acknowledged as 
nonhuman persons, there would be definite changes needed not only in our attitudes and actions but also how 

we express goodwill to these nonhuman persons. 

Goodwill Toward the Earth 

In esoteric terms, we know that “the Planetary Logos, the One in Whom we live and move and have our 

being, is the informing, ensouling life of this planet, the Earth. It is Its life that integrates the planet as a 

whole, and Its life that pours through all forms – great or small – that, in their aggregate, constitute the plane-
tary form.”
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 Further, scientists have demonstrated that the planet Earth “behaves as a single, self-regulating 

system”
11

 with the negative consequences of environmental degradation of the biosphere and loss of biodi-

versity becoming more obvious. In terms of expressing goodwill, it is important to remember that all parts of 

the biosphere that we call the Earth are inhabited by living organisms, and that both Earth itself and many of 
the entities living within it meet the criteria of personhood. 

In recognition that what we call “nature” is in fact an interrelated series of living ecosystems, Ecuador 

amended its Constitution to assert the inalienable rights of ecosystems, giving people the right to petition on 
their behalf.

12
 In 2010, Bolivia passed the Law of the Rights of Mother Earth, which includes the right of the 

Earth to not be polluted, to continue vital cycles unaltered, to be free of genetic alteration, and to be free of 

imbalance from mega-infrastructure and development projects.
13

 The United Nations is formally considering 

adopting a Universal Declaration of Rights for Mother Earth,
14

 modeled on the Bolivian law. In addition, it is 
considering the enshrining of ecocide (any large-scale destruction of the natural environment or over-

consumption of critical non-renewable resources) as an international crime against peace.
15

 In September 

2012, New Zealand declared the Whangangui River an “integrated, living entity” with legal personhood sta-
tus.

16
 

From the above initiatives we can see the beginning of a shift away from protection of the biosphere in 

order to ensure abundance for ourselves and toward respect for the environment and its components as living 
entities in their own right. 

Goodwill Toward the Animal Kingdom 

We are told that “[domesticated] animals are to their own kingdom what the New Group of World Serv-

ers is to humanity. The New Group of World Servers is the linking bridge and the mode of communication 
between the Hierarchy (the fifth kingdom) and Humanity (the fourth kingdom) under the present divine Plan; 

the domesticated animals fulfill, therefore, an analogous function between Humanity (the fourth kingdom) 

and the animal kingdom (the third).”
17
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The Great Ape Project, begun in 1994, was the first to address the issue of legal rights and legal standing 

or personhood for our closest genetic relatives, the Great Apes (chimpanzees, bonobos, gorillas, and orangu-
tans). It launched the World Declaration on Great Primates that espouses the right to life, the right to individ-

ual freedom including protection from commercial exploitation or trading, and a prohibition of torture (in-

cluding testing in research labs).
18

 

In 1999, New Zealand granted basic rights to great apes, making their use in research, testing or teaching 
illegal. In 2007, the Balearic Islands granted legal personhood rights to all great apes. Meanwhile Switzer-

land had amended its constitution in 1992 to recognize animals as beings rather than as things and added a 

law on respectful treatment of animals.
19

 Germany followed in 2002 with a constitutional amendment guar-
anteeing rights to animals. 

The next species to garner attention was the cetaceans (whales and dolphins). Based on scientific evi-

dence that cetaceans are extremely intelligent, insightful and self-aware, capable of a wide range of emo-
tions, compassionate and altruistic, creative with problem solving ability, and cooperative both within and 

between species, scientists issued a Declaration of Rights for Cetaceans in 2010.
20

 Elephants are equally as 

intelligent as cetaceans and are insightful, self-aware, capable of a range of emotions, compassionate, altruis-

tic, able to use tools and create art, and are organized in a closely knit matriarchal society; however, they 
have not yet received formal advocacy as nonhuman persons. 

As scientists shift away from imposing human assumptions on animals and instead study how they inter-

act amongst themselves in their own environment, we are realizing that we have grossly underestimated both 
the scope and the scale of animal intelligence.

21
 

 

Goodwill Toward the Vegetable Kingdom 

While we may have experience in thinking about mammals like whales or elephants as being intelligent 

and highly social, we are less likely to view the vegetable kingdom in that manner. In fact, we use the term 

“vegetative state” to denote a lack of awareness or consciousness. If we think beyond our own use of plant 

life, we can recognize that “the vegetable kingdom is the transmitter and the transformer of the vital pranic 
fluid to the other forms of life on our planet. That is its divine and unique function.” 

22
 In esoteric terms, “the 

angels and devas are to the vegetable kingdom what the spiritual Hierarchy is to humanity.”
23

 

In the tabulation of kingdoms, “the vegetable kingdom is the expression of three rays, whereas the others 
are expressions of two. Through these three, the vegetable kingdom has been brought to its present condition 

of supreme beauty and its developed symbolism of color. The vegetable kingdom is the outstanding contribu-

tion of our Earth to the general solar plan. Each of the planets contributes a unique and specialized quota to 

the sum total of evolutionary products, and the unique production of our particular planetary system is the 
vegetable kingdom … and this is possible because it is the only Kingdom in which three rays have finally 

succeeded in coalescing, fusing and blending. They are also the three rays along a major line of forces, 2-4-

6…. Its success is demonstrated in the uniformity of its production of green in the realm of color, throughout 
the entire planet.”

24
 

Science is demonstrating through studies of plant neurobiology that many plants are autonomous, able to 

differentiate between self and non-self, capable of complex and adaptive behaviors, able to communicate and 
warn other plants of danger, and are able to enlist allies to aid them. Many forms of plant life, including trees 

and forests, are entitled to be treated with dignity because they are sensing, highly social organisms that 

communicate extensively, interact with their surroundings, learn from experience, are able to integrate di-

verse sources of information and act accordingly, and can distinguish between self and not-self and between 
kin and non-kin.

25
 

We are only recently appreciating the complex social development of plants and have not yet had public 

discussions about the implications of practices we impose on this kingdom (e.g., forest clear cutting, genetic 
modification) in the context of viewing plants as “nonhuman persons.” So far Switzerland is the only country 

that has created a Bill of Rights for Plants, which states that “living organisms should be considered morally 

for their own sake because they are alive.”
26
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Goodwill Toward the Mineral Kingdom 

In esoteric teachings, we are reminded that “the mineral kingdom is … the most concrete expression of 
the dual unity of power and order. It constitutes the ‘foundation’ of the ordered physical structure or the uni-

verse of our planet.”
27

 In understanding the spiritual development of the mineral kingdom, “there are three 

stages in the evolutionary processes [that] are the correspondences in the mineral kingdom to the stages of 

animal consciousness, of self-consciousness, and of the radiant group consciousness of the soul. There is a 
fourth stage of potency or of organized expressed power, but this lies ahead and is the analogy in this king-

dom to the life of the Monad.”
28

 

Further, “fire, intense heat, and pressure … have already succeeded in bringing about the divisions of the 
mineral kingdom into three parts: the baser metals, as they are called, the standard metals (such as silver and 

gold and platinum), and the semi-precious stones and crystals. The precious jewels are a synthesis of all three 

– one of the basic syntheses of evolution. In this connection, [there are] some correspondences between the 
mineral kingdom and the human evolutionary cycles.”

29
 

It is probably with the mineral kingdom that we, as humans, feel the least affinity, although we are in-

creasingly appreciative of the energetic communication of crystals and other gem stones. We may not have 

thought through the implications of the fact that “the mineral kingdom and the kingdom of solar lives (the 
first and seventh kingdoms) are [both] the result of the activity of the first and the seventh rays.… These two 

kingdoms are at the point of the greatest tenuity and the greatest density, and are produced by the will and the 

organizing ability of the solar Deity. They embody the nebulous plan and the concretized plan.”
30

  

Bolivia has been the first nation to legally protect the inherent worth of minerals, calling them “bless-

ings.” To date, we have little experience in appreciating the mineral kingdom for its own esoteric role and 

contribution rather than as resources for human use and exploitation. Ordinances on the rights of nature are 
now in place in over thirty U.S. municipalities, including Pittsburgh.

31
 However, the discussions about the 

negative impact of processes like fracking or tar sands oil extraction are being framed primarily in terms of 

impact on humans rather than on the mineral kingdom itself. 

Broadening Our Focus of Goodwill 

If we include the Earth and the other kingdoms in our loving determination to bring about right relations, 

then we have the responsibility to change our assumptions and how we act. We can start with a modification 

of the Tibetan’s definition of goodwill as being “goodness of heart, kindness in action, consideration for oth-
ers, and mass action to promote [the] welfare of [all beings, human and nonhuman].”

32
 

One component of this change is to reflect on the implications of hylozoism and the fact that we are all 

equally important parts of the One Life. The animal, vegetable and mineral kingdoms are not subordinate to 

us – they are not lesser beings aspiring to human status. Rather, they are entities profoundly affected by the 
choices we make. “When aspirants pray in the new Invocation: ‘Let Light descend on Earth’ they are invok-

ing something that humanity will have to learn to handle…. All these planetary developments are attended by 

risks, and none more so than that of the absorption of light – on a world-wide scale – by humanity, with a 
subsequent reflex action on the three subhuman kingdoms. Nothing that affects humanity or that stimulates it 

to a forward-moving activity is without its inevitable effect upon the three lower kingdoms in nature. Forget 

not! Humanity is the macrocosm to this threefold lower microcosm.”
33

 

Another component is to remember the Tibetan’s admonition that goodwill needs to be “active in expres-

sion and in tangible deed upon the physical plane.”
34

 How do we act on this shift in consciousness? Perhaps 

we could begin by reflecting on the implications of the following inalienable and fundamental rights of all 

beings, human and nonhuman: 

1. To exist, persist, maintain, regenerate and flourish within their usual environment or community free 

from imposed disruptions. 

2. To be treated with respect as distinct, self-regulating and interrelated beings. 

3. To live free from torture, cruel treatment, or servitude. 
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4. To have clean water as a source of life, clean air, and an absence of contamination, pollution and toxic or 

radioactive waste. 

We, the New Group of World Servers, have the responsibility to channel and direct the energy of the 

Will-to-Good so that all living entities experience that sense of being appreciated and respected. 
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